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SECTIOM. I

Answer all the questions. Each question canies I

1. Define a graph

2. Draw a complete graph on 6 vertices.

3.. Define a bipartite graph.

4. Define adiacency mairix of a graph.

5. State Cayley Theorem.

6. Define cut ve(ex of a graPh.

7. Define an Eulerian graph.

8. Give an example for.a polyhedral graph.
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Answerany eight questions. Each question carfies 2 marks

11. Gi\re 2 drawings of lG,3which are isomorphic.

12. Define a regular graph. Give one €xample.

13. Define an edge deletdd subgraph. Give an example.

14. Define a aee. Draw all non-isomorphic trees with 5 vertices.

'15. Write a{G) for a mnnected and disconnected graph.

"16. Let G be a @nnectbd graph. lf every edge of G is.a hidge, th;n prove that G is.a
tree.

Define a b,ridge. Give an example.

Eplain Koriigsberg Bddge. Problem.

Explain Chinese Postman Probkem in graph theorctical terms.

17.

J8.

19.

20.

21-

22. planar . .

.23.
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24. Draw a connecied plane graptl and veriry Eulefs Formula for the graph.
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Answer ani six questions. Each question canies 4 marks

(8x2=16Marksl

27. State and prove first theorcm on Graph theoryr 
:

' 29. 'Define (a) eccentricity of a vertex (b) radius of a graph (c) diamder of a graph

- (d) Find the radius and diametbr of lhe Peterson Graph

29. Prove that every u-v walk contains a u-v path tor any 2 vertices. u and v of a
sEph G.

30. Let G be a graph with n vertices v1v2,.-vland let A denotes the adjacency
matrix of G with respect to the listing of iertices. Let k be any positive integer and
let Ar denote the matrix multiplicatrbn of k copies of A. Prove that the (ij)s entry
o{ A* iS the number of different v, - viwalks in G of lenglh k,

31. Let G be a graph with.r>2 vertices. Then prove that G has at least 2 vertices
which are noi cut verticis.

32. lf a gra.ph G is.connected, then prove tiat it haq a spa!1ing kee.:

33. 
_ 
Prove that a simple graph is Hamiltonian if and or{y if its closure is Hamiltonian. .

34. Prove that G is non planar.

35. Let G be.a connected siinple ptanar graph with n>3 vertices and e edges,
Prove that €<3n-6.

36. L€t P be a convex polyhedrorr and G be its coresporiding polyhedral grap!.
Prove that P and so the graph G has al least one face bounded by a cycle of
Ienglhn for either n = 3,4 or 5.

37. Explain Travelling salesman Prou6m

38. Prove that a,connected..graph has ari Euler bail if and ooly if it has.at most two
. odd vertices.

(6x4=24Uarki)
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'40.

.41.

(b) Prove that an edge e of a graph G is a bridge if and only if e is riot any part
of any cycle in G.

State and Prove Whitney's Theorem.

Let G be a non-empty connected graph with at least 2 vertices. Prove that G is
bipartite if and only ff G contains no odd cycle.

Prove thai a connected graph is Euler if and only if degree of every vertex is
even-
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